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Abstract. During a heart attack, the heart’s oxygen supply is cut off, and cardiomyocytes perish. Unfortunately, once these
tissues are lost, they cannot be replaced and results in cardiovascular disease–the leading cause of deaths worldwide. Advancements in medical research have been targeted to understand and combat the death of these cardiomyocytes. For example, new
research (in vitro) has demonstrated that one can expand cardiomyocyte adhesion and proliferation using poly lactic-co-glycolic
acid (PLGA) (50:50 (weight percent)) supplemented with carbon nanoﬁbers (CNFs) to create a cardiovascular patch. However,
the examination of other cardiovascular cell types has not been investigated. Therefore, the purpose of this present in vitro
study was to determine cell growth characteristics of three different important cardiovascular cell types (aortic endothelial,
ﬁbroblast and cardiomyocyte) onto the substrate. Cells were seeded onto different PLGA:CNF ratio composites to determine if
CNF density has an effect on cell growth, both in static and electrically stimulated environments. During continuous electrical
stimulation (rectangle, 2 nm, 5 V/cm, 1 Hz), cardiomyocyte cell density increased in comparison to its static counterparts after
24, 72 and 120 hours. A minor rise in Troponin I excretion in electrical stimulation compared to static conditions indicated
nominal cardiomyocyte cell function during cell experiments. Endothelial and ﬁbroblast cell growth experiments indicated the
material hindered or stalled proliferation during both static and electrical stimulation experiments, thus supporting the growth of
cardiomyocytes onto the dead tissue zone. Furthermore, the results speciﬁed that CNF density did have an effect on PLGA:CNF
composite cytocompatibility properties with the best results coming from the 50:50 [PLGA:CNF (weight percent:weight percent)] composite. Therefore, this study provides further evidence that a conductive scaffold using nanotechnology should be
further research for various cardiovascular applications.
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1. Introduction
A myocardial infarction, commonly referred as a heart attack, takes place when the heart’s supplementary blood vessels are obstructed by an unstable buildup within the vessels. Without blood ﬂow and
oxygen, special heart cells (cardiomyocytes) perish. This causes whole portions of cardiac tissue to die.
Unfortunately, once these tissues are lost, they cannot be replaced. Additionally, ﬁbrosis or cells which
do not contract may take place within the void and causing permanent damage–the main cause of cardiovascular disease (CVD) [1].
Recent understanding to what causes a myocardial infarction has lead to improved ways to combat
such a deadly disease and improved health of patients with CVD. Unfortunately, the progression of
CVD in the world is still growing [2]. For this reason, new methods to recognize and alleviate CVD in
asymptomatic patients are necessary to inhibit the ﬁrst symptoms of CVD from being the last.
Regrettably, no single scientiﬁc ﬁeld presents the perfect answer in ﬁghting the advancement of CVD.
Fortunately, the combination of multiple biological ﬁelds–cell biology, physiology and histology–joined
with new advancements in material sciences and engineering at the nanoscale level (one physical dimension between 1-100 nm) have spawned a new ﬁeld of medicine, known as nanomedicine [3].
The introduction of these “nanomaterials,” from the advent of nanomedicine, has revolutionized the
ﬁeld of biomedical research. Due to their range of different medical applications, ranging from batteries
and electronics to medicine [4,5], nanomaterials are among the most comprehensively examined materials to date. Furthermore, the change in the material’s property at the nano level–improved mechanical,
physical and chemical properties–gives nanomaterials the ability to be adaptable for a wide range of
applications.
One recent advancement of nanomedicine is the combination of poly lactic-co-glycolic acid (PLGA)
with embedded carbon nanoﬁbers (CNF) to construct a conductive composite “patch” for the dead tissue
zone (infarct area) of the heart. Studies have shown that when one adds CNFs to PLGA, cardiomyocytes
(speciﬁc heart tissue cells responsible for contraction) will attach and propagate greater than on their
non-nanoreinforced non-conductive counterparts [5]. Unfortunately, the mechanism and other heart cell
interactions on the substrate is unknown.
To understand cell function on a novel nanomaterial, the purpose of this present in vitro study was to
determine cell growth characteristics of three different cell types; aortic endothelial, ﬁbroblast and cardiomyocyte. Cells were seeded onto different PLGA:CNF ratio composites to determine if CNF density
has an effect on a nano-inspired cardiovascular patch, both in static and electrically stimulated environments.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cardiovascular patch construction
Fabrication of the nanomaterial cardiovascular patch started by measuring 500 mg of PLGA (50:50
percent weight polylactic acid: polyglycolic acid) which was diluted in a 20 mL disposable scintillation
vial with 20 mL of chloroform (Fisher Science) and then water bath sonicated below 30o C for 45 min.
Next, 500 mg of CNFs (99.9% pure by percent weight, Catalytic) with a diameter of 100 nm and lengths
of 100-200 μm were diluted in a 50 mL beaker with 30 mL of chloroform (Fisher Science) and ultra
sonicated (Misonix Sonicator 3000) at 20W for 30 min.
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Fig. 1. Material analysis of a 50:50 [PLGA:CNF (weight:weight)] composite. a) Image of nanopatch composite after all synthesis steps were completed. Scale bar = 10 mm. b) Scanning electron micrograph at 1K magniﬁcation showing the distribution
of CNFs in a PLGA matrix. Scale bar = 20 μm. (c) A (1) schematic of the C-Pace EP Culture Pacer where samples with cell
media (pink) are added to the bottom 6-well holder (grey). Next, the C-Pace EP Culture Pacer top (gold) is placed on top of
bottom well and connected to an electrical system. (c)(2) System is placed into incubator where the experiment starts. (d) A
schematic of the Troponin complex which consists of three subunits: Troponin C (TnC), Troponin I (TnI) (shown), and Troponin T (TnT). As calcium binds to Troponin C, it causes conformational changes that lead to disconnection of Troponin I.
This allows tropomyosin to leave the binding site for myosin on actin leading to the contraction of the muscle.

After separate PLGA and CNF solutions were obtained, they were combined in 20 mL disposable
scintillation vials at speciﬁc weight ratios ([PLGA:CNF] 100:0, 75:25, 50:50, 25:75, 0:100). Next, each
composite solution was again water bath sonicated for 30 min to generate a homogeneous non-clumpy
solution.
For experimental ease, 22 mm diameter microscope coverslips (Fisher Science) were coated with the
composite solutions. Prior to coating, the glass substrates were disinfected by submerging in 70:30 (volume percent) ethanol-deionized water while shaking (VWR) for 10 min. Next, the coverslips were autoclaved for 1 hr on dry-cycle. Disposable pipettes (Fisher Science) were used to coat each glass substrate
with the appropriate composite solution. The coated substrates were then vacuum dried (Shel Lab) at
205 kPa vacuum pressure for 48 hr for chloroform evaporation. Prior to cell experiments, samples were
cleaned via a 10 min ethanol-deionized water (70:30 (volume percent)) soaking and then an overnight
ultraviolet light sterilization.
2.2. Evaluation of cell type proliferation under static and electrical stimulation conditions
Three types of cells were used in this study; rat aortic endothelial cells (VEC Technologies), rat ﬁbroblasts (ATCC: NIH/3T3 cells) and cardiomyocytes (Celprogen). Rat ﬁbroblast and aortic endothelial cells
were cultured in 6-well cell culture plates (Corning) and maintained with Dulbeccos’s modiﬁed Eagle
Medium (DMEM-High Glucose) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillinstreptomycin, at standard incubation conditions (5% CO2 , 95% humidiﬁed air at 37o C). Cardiomyocytes
were cultured onto a 6-well cardiomyocyte cell culture extracellular matrix dish (Celprogen) and main-
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Fig. 2. Cell proliferation patterns under static conditions. Results of (a) rat aortic endothelial cells, (b) rat ﬁbroblast cells, (c)
cardiomyocytes and (d) Troponin I concentration in cardiomyocyte media was completed at 24, 72 and 120 hr under standard
incubation conditions. Data are mean counts ± s.d. to n = 3. Control is an etched glass coverslip.

tained with complete growth media cardiomyocyte media (Celprogen) enriched with 10% FBS and 1%
penicillin-streptomycin at standard incubation conditions.
Single-cell type proliferation assays were performed in two different conditions: static and electrical
stimulation conditions. For static conditions, each cell type was seeded at a density of 104 cells/mL,
on the various aforementioned PLGA:CNF density samples (with a glass etched coverslip acting as a
control) in a 6-well rectangular cell culture dish (Corning). In each case, the samples and their appropriate
media were incubated for 24, 72 and 120 hr under standard incubation conditions, changing the media
every other day.
For single-cell type proliferation assay under electrical stimulation conditions, each cell type was
seeded at a density of 104 cells/mL, on top of the various PLGA:CNF density samples (with a glass
etched coverslip acting as a control) in a 6-well rectangular cell culture dish (Corning). Again, the samples and appropriate media were continuously stimulated (rectangle signal, 2 nm, 5 V/cm, 1 Hz) with a
C-Pace EP Culture Pacer (IonOptix) for 24, 72 and 120 hr to mimic normal heart performance [7] (Figure
1c).
At the end of each time interval, samples were transferred to new 6-well tissue culture plates (Corning).
1 mL of the appropriate media for each cell type was added and 200 μL of MTS dye solution (Promega
CellTiter 96 AQueous Assay) was added to each well and incubated for 4 hr under standard incubator
conditions. Each solution was then transferred to 96-well plates (BD Falcon) and optical density values
were measured using a spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices) to measure and analyze cytocompatibility
and cell viability on the composite.
To evaluate cardiomyocyte contract ability, Troponin I enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELIZA)
(Raybiotech) were also performed on cardiomyocyte media (Figure 1d).
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Fig. 3. Cell proliferation patterns under continuous stimulation (rectangle, 2 nm, 5 V/cm, 1 Hz). Results of (a) rat aortic
endothelial cells, (b) rat ﬁbroblast cells, (c) cardiomyocytes and (d) Troponin I concentration in cardiomyocyte media was
completed at 24, 72 and 120 hr under standard incubation conditions. Data are mean counts ± s.d. to n = 3. Control is an etched
glass substrate.

2.3. Statistical analysis
All proliferation experiments were performed in triplicate with three repeats each with an etched glass
coverslip acting as a control. Data was subjected to the chi-square goodness-of-ﬁt test to determine if
the data sample comes from a normal distribution. The optical density (OD) data were plotted as the
mean ± standard error of the mean while OD to cell count conversions was conducted by using the four
parameter logistic (4PL) equation between OD and cell numbers. When data were compared, Wilcoxon
rank-sum, one-way ANOVA and a student T-test were used for comparison of the means. P-value of <
0.05 was considered to be signiﬁcant.
3. Results & discussion
3.1. Material fabrication
A SEM micrograph of a PLGA:CNF composite surface shown in Figure 1b. As seen, CNFs were
spread throughout the PLGA matrix, implying that the composites were accurately produced (Figure 1a).
3.2. PLGA:CNF cytocompatibility and cell growth
For cardiomyocyte growth experiments, results inferred that a PLGA:CNF composite can promote
cardiomyocyte proliferation and growth superior when electrically stimulated compared to a PLGA ma-
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Table 1
Summary of change in cell growth
Cell Type

Endothelial

Fibroblast

Cardiomyocyte

Change in cell growth (% ± s.d.)

[PLGA:CNF]
sample

100:0
75:25
50:50
25:75
0:100
Control
100:0
75:25
50:50
25:75
0:100
Control
100:0
75:25
50:50
25:75
0:100
Control

24-72 hr

Static
72-120 hr

24-120 hr

24-72 hr

Electrical stimulation
72-120 hr
24-120 hr

64.9 ± 5.2
83.1 ± 4.2
119.2 ± 8.5
84.7 ± 5.7
126.5 ± 8.4
134.9 ± 9.5
-9.2 ± 2.5
9.3 ± 2.2
7.6 ± 1.4
15.5 ± 2.1
14.4 ± 2.5
21.2 ± 2.4
10.0 ± 1.4
30.0 ± 3.4
25.9 ± 2.7
34.4 ± 2.6
39.5 ± 3.4
37.3 ± 3.1

71.6 ± 5.1
-20.0 ± 5.1
-50.1 ± 4.5
-55.7 ± 4.6
-74.4 ± 4.5
150.5 ± 8.7
4.1 ± 2.1
-0.7 ± 2.1
-2.9 ± 0.8
-12.1 ± 1.7
-6.1 ± 1.1
35.3 ± 3.1
60.0 ± 4.4
46.2 ± 3.4
55.4 ± 3.4
45.3 ± 2.9
54.9 ± 3.3
75.5 ± 3.6

182.9 ± 9.1
40.0 ± 5.7
9.3 ± 4.2
-18.1 ± 1.4
-42.0 ± 4.5
301.1 ± 11.1
-5.0 ± 1.9
8.5 ± 1.1
4.4 ± 1.4
1.5 ± 0.7
7.3 ± 2.4
64.5 ± 4.1
71.1 ± 2.4
90.1 ± 4.4
95.8 ± 3.4
95.4 ± 2.4
116.2 ± 5.0
140.9 ± 11.0

68.8 ± 5.5
181.7 ± 10.2
42.5 ± 3.2
84.2 ± 4.2
24.6 ± 2.2
134.9 ± 10.0
-32.2 ± 5.3
9.3 ± 2.4
44.1 ± 5.4
38.6 ± 4.9
14.4 ± 2.5
14.5 ± 2.1
18.6 ± 3.5
34.6 ± 2.9
47.7 ± 2.3
29.3 ± 3.3
33.3 ± 1.4
13.9 ± 2.3

72.1 ± 2.5
-20.0 ± 5.6
-50.1 ± 4.7
-59.5 ± 4.8
-53.4 ± 3.8
141.0 ± 5.5
4.1 ± 2.1
-0.7 ± 1.2
-27.5 ± 3.1
-26.7 ± 3.6
-7.8 ± 1.4
19.7 ± 3.6
61.4 ± 5.4
45.3 ± 2.4
49.6 ± 2.1
48.7 ± 3.1
40.3 ± 3.1
84.3 ± 2.8

187.2 ± 3.2
125.2 ± 9.5
-28.8 ± 4.1
-10.8 ± 3.1
-42.0 ± 5.1
350.0 ± 12.1
-29.4 ± 4.1
8.5 ± 0.8
4.4 ± 1.1
1.5 ± 0.5
5.4 ± 2.1
37.1 ± 4.4
91.6 ± 6.5
95.6 ± 2.4
121.5 ± 3.5
92.4 ± 2.2
89.1 ± 2.1
150.1 ± 6.0

terial with no CNFs (Figure 2c, 3c). More importantly, an increase in cardiomyocyte growth between all
time points were shown for both static and electrical stimulation (Table 1) experiments. Universal growth
trends were detected between each PLGA:CNF ratio and support previously published results [8].
Looking at cardiomyocyte function, Troponin I assays determined that during cardiomyocyte cytocompatibility experiments, cardiomyocytes had a functional Troponin complex. Interestingly, it was shown
that most of all CNF experiments for all time points exhibited a minor, but signiﬁcant increase of Troponin I, demonstrating better productivity [9]. More importantly, the Troponin I assays detected similar
trends shown in the both static and electrical stimulation cell growth cytocompatibility assays (Figure
2d, 3d).
Interestingly, results indicate endothelial and ﬁbroblast cell growth were hindered or stalled during
both static and electrical stimulation experiments (Table 1). When CNFs were added to the material, a
general trend was observed for both cell types in both environments; an increase in cell density up to 72
hr, then a decrease in cell growth for an overall small increase in cell growth (Figure 2, 3). These results
may help in supporting the growth of cardiomyocytes onto the dead tissue zone and decrease ﬁbrosis or
non-contractile cell growth within the infarct area.
It is important to note other studies have shown by using nanotechnology [4] or stem cells [10] for cardiovascular applications can promote healthy tissue growth for an infarct myocardial area, but becomes
very laborious, and growth of other cells are unknown. By creating a simple-solution system with the
use of nanotechnology, we are able to overcome some of these hurdles and add to the knowledge, that
nanotechnology may have the ability to hinder ﬁbrosis or non-contractile cell growth.
Why a greater amount of cardiomyocyte attachment and growth were noticed on nano-composites
with increasing CNF density in PLGA while endothelial and ﬁbroblast cells did not is not known, but
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material research may assist in understanding its mechanism. Research in material science and biology
have established that the adsorption and bioactivity of important cell binding proteins (like vitronectin
and laminin) increase on nanophase ceramics and materials were due to roughness values closer to the
nanometer roughness of natural tissue itself [11]. Also, materials can be too rough or toxic and can impede cellular movement and activity [12]–a mechanism that may be seen during endothelial and ﬁbroblast experiments.
Even though the mechanism is not fully understood, it is shown here that CNF density does play a
role in mediating cardiovascular cell type growth and functionality. This may be due to the creation
of a material which resembles normal heart tissue material characteristics better (such as topography,
conductivity, mechanical properties, etc.).
4. Conclusion
This work demonstrates that a PLGA:CNF composite, with the use of electrical stimulation to imitate
a normal heart environment, can stimulate cardiomyocyte growth and activity while hindering ﬁbroblast
and endothelial cell growth. Using an electrical stimulation system, showed that an increase in cardiomyocyte density (growth) and Troponin I can be achieved on all PLGA:CNF composite ratios, when related
to non-electrical stimulation data and control substrates. These results indicate that CNF density does
have an effect on PLGA:CNF composite cytocompatibility. Also, it can be continually investigated for
cardiovascular tissue engineering applications–where 100 nm CNF 50:50 PLGA:CNF (weight:weight)
composites would be the leading ratio for future studies.
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